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Spreading The Word

• Many tools and platforms have already migrated to LTI Advantage

• The IMS community has been hard to improve documentation and provide new resources to help both new implementers and those migrating from LTI 1.1

• LTI 1.1 will be deprecated at the end of the year
• Submission Review
  • Directly access submissions from the platform gradebook.

• Course Groups
  • Access a platform’s ad hoc groups within a course.

• Caliper Connect
  • Use LTI authentication to connect to a Caliper data store.

• Proctoring Service
  • First steps towards integrating tools that handle proctoring.
Easier Setup for LTI 1.3 Tools - Draft

• Dynamic Registration
  • Based on OpenID Connect Discovery and Registration
  • Set up a tool with just a single URL
  • Easier to manage and configure tools within a platform
LTI in Europe

• Data Privacy Launch
  • Helping streamline the process of handling GDPR requests.
  • Flexible workflow to cover existing online and offline processes.
  • Stepping stone to handle privacy legislation beyond GDPR.
Get Involved

• For contributing members
  • LTI Working Group

• For European members
  • IMS European Taskforce

• For all IMS members
  • LTI Roundtables